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US Army Kawasaki 250 D2 (four stroke) and
Sidestrider machine gun carrier prototype
designed by Doug Bingham was tested at Fort
Ord, Calif., this summer. The "new army" life
sounds pretty good - they feed you, house you,
clothe you, let you ride your sidecar outfit all
day, and then on top of all this give you a
paycheck! Some people just get life figured
out sooner.
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Notes from the President......
Watsonian's 75th anniversary is ap-

proaching and it promises to be one of the
biggest and best sidecar rallies of all time.
Whether you've heard the word or not, NOW
is the time to make plans to attend this excit-
ing affair.

And what better place to have this great
rally but at the National Motorcycle Museum
located opposite the National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham International Railway
Station, and Birmingham Airport (U.K.).

The National Motorcycle Museum has
been described as "the world's finest motor-
cycle museum." It is a place where the motor-
cycle assumes its rightful position as the
premier exhibit. It is also a tribute to andaa
living record of this once great British industry
which dominated world markets for some
sixty years. NMM records for posterity the
engineering achievements of an earlier era,
and an older generation can once again view
with nostalgia the machines they rode in days
gone by.

In addition to the exhibits, other facilities
at the museum include a restaurant and gift
shop with a wide range of souvenirs, photos,
posters and one of the finest selections of
motorcycling and motoring books.

At the same time, the Federation of
Sidecar Clubs (FOSC) will have their giant
annual rally. You will see many famous outfits
- motorcycles and sidecars you have only read
about or maybe have seen pictures of. Take
part in the great tug-of-war games. Best of all,
meet all of our international sidecar cousins.

The new Sidecar Register Club will be
assisting in organizing some of the other
events, such as awards, banquet, open house at
the Watsonian factory.

Send for more information: call or write
Doug Bingham, Side Strider (address in
Manufacturers and Services section), dial
(818) 780-5542.

The trip will leave from international
airports near you, arrive in England with
hotels arranged, car rentals ready, personal
help waiting, and other helpful services avail-
able.

Doug Bingham

Watsonian 75th Anniversary - AUGUST 27-30 1987
CONTACT WATSONIAN or SIDE STRIDER

NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM Coventry Road, Bickenhill,
West Midlands B92 0E.I.

Tel: Hampton-in-Arden (06755) 3311

Nr. Birmingham Airport and close to The National Exhibition Centre
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From where I Sit
FROM WHERE I SIT
By HA Kendall

No doubt, many may wonder just why so
few technical articles appeared in these issues
and then why so many articles recently ap-
peared under my By-Line. The answer is
simple. I respond only to fill a vacuum. I have
no wish to attain notoriety; nor is it because
these stories pay so well. I could not, in fact,
purchase a single cup of java to sip while
writing for endless hours from the income
derived from writing for The Sidecarist. I do
so only because we receive almost no input
from any of the many talented and skilled
sidecarists out there who do have the necessary
skills to put pen to paper.

Nor, should I be considered the ultimate
authority. I have built several rigs, some from
scratch using only a second hand wheel and
fabricating all components by hand. The
welding and fibreglass body work excepted
(after all, one's talents are exhausted at some
point, then one seeks out the specialized
talents of another). But, many sidecarists have
built several units or perhaps tens of units. Not
that quantity should be the criteria.

I do, however, have the tendency not to
leave things as they are but to continuously
alter and change things and to see just exactly
what is the effect of doing so and so, and to
report whether it was better or worse than
before. Others also do these things but they do
not tell us what they did so we are still in the
dark.

A case in point was Rambo's fitting of
auto doughnut tires (see Sidecarist - July
1986). Seemed like a good idea at the time and
one that could save big bucks if it succeeded.
It did not work so others need not go down
that same path. Not everything will work and
the failures are just as important to record as
are the success stories.

Likewise, not everyone will agree with
everything that I or that anyone else may write.

That is your right - but, when you disagree,
why not express yourself so we can all learn. I
am not always right. A case in point. I firmly
believe in altering the gear ratio whenever and
wherever it can be done, regardless of the size
of the engine or power available. And, here I
am in good company. Almost any major auto
manufacturer will recommend a higher nu-
merical-ratio rear end if you state you plan to
pull a heavy trailer or camper on a continuous
basis with your favorite station wagon or
pickup.

Back in the good old days when horse-
power was king, Chrysler offered a maximum
of some sixteen different rear end ratios for
their performance letter series models in 1960
through 1962, from a miserly 2.73 to a whop-
ping 6.15. The professionals will fine tune for
a given race circuit, going up or down one or
two teeth according to the individual track
characteristics. So the correct gearing is con-
sidered by many to be of major importance,
not just a case of "Kendall says."

But you respond - you can take your
favorite Hondacratic and fit a heavy Watsonian
and cruise at over a ton. Of course you can and
of course you should. But, it will not be as
enjoyable or as flexible as it could or should
be. In earlier days, and it is still available on
some models, auto dealers had an overdrive
fitted to deliverately reduce engine speed and
conserve fuel.

And, this works. Economy and perfor-
mance are diametrically opposed. To obtain
one you sacrifice the other.

The fitting of a heavy sidecar to any
motorcycle of any capacity is like always
driving in a permanent overdrive condition.
For some, this is exactly what the doctor
ordered; however others (myself especially)
like to dial in performance and to heck with
economy, especially when gasoline is only 65
cents per gallon.

Just the other day I chatted with an old
time motorcycle enthusiast friend who ran
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Vincents for 12 or 15 years. Even today there
is hardly any machine that can be compared,
performance-wise with that old slow-running
broad-torque-band V-twin. Solo performance
of up to 150 mph could be dialed into the
Black Lightning while their lowest performing
unit, the Rapide, would top out at over 125
mph. Even with this extremely flexible power
unit, it was not uncommon to add four teeth to
the rear sprocket for sidecar use. To make it
easy, the rear wheel was reversible and fitted
with a solo gear on one side and a sidecar gear
on the other side. Two sets of single leading
shoe brakes were fitted (four shoes in that
baby), and the wheel was secured with Tee
nuts so not even a wrench was needed. Of
course, that was in the days when motorcy
manufacturers built their machines for salty or
sidecar use.

From where I Sit
So leave your gearing standard if you are

content with the mediocre performance. But,
for that change in pace, increase your gearing
and see what pleasures are in store. And do
remember to hang on.

And, do get your letters and articles off to
the editor, with photos if possible. He cannot
print what you do not write.

What topic? Just about anything related to
sidecars and sidecaring. Your pleasures, your
experiences, the good and the bad; or even
biographical sketches of our old timers. There
is a gold mine of information to be tapped.
Remember, the more you write, the less I have
to, and the less you will need to read of my
miscellaneous ramblings.

Hal Kendall
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Letters
BE SURE YOU WEAR IT
WHEN YOU NEED IT
Dear fellow sidecarists,

Less than two weeks ago while riding my solo
400cc CMT Honda, I saw a fast approaching auto
suddenly go out of control in a curve coming right
towards me. I quickly rode to the shoulder of the road,
but found there was a guardrail and road divider that
had logs and shrubs, which prevented my escape.

The young driver swerved onto two of his four
wheels, then went into a broadside skid that was later
measured at just over 100 feet. His front bumper and
left front fender struck my left leg and ground it into
my sidecase and gearshift lever. I was then tossed into
the air like a rag doll, and lit directly on the pavement
on the back of my head, with such impact that I saw
stars.

The police that investigated the accident esti-
mated his speed at somewhere around 60 to 65. I credit
my helmet for saving my life. I have no doubt that as
hard as I hit the pavement, I would have either suffered
severe brain damage or loss of life. I was also wearing
regular "made for riding cycles" riding boots, and
leather gloves.

I am 44 years old and am a widow for these past
5 years. I have ridden motorcycles both on the street
and off for the past 16 years. I have always ridden with
a helmet on my head. I am not advocating nandatory
helmet laws or even telling anyone else that they
should wear one. I just saying this is the first time I
have ever needed mine in 16 years. But, some of us
only live one time!

My leg will heal, and my bike will be mended,
and I will continue to ride my solo Honda and also my
Honda with Spirit Eagle Sidecar setup. I will say I feel
a lot safer when I am riding with the sidecar. People
just seem to see me better. Also I notice all the smiling
faces when on my ride with the sidecar. I am constantly
being waved at and whenever I stop there are constant
questions, almost all friendly.

Then I ride the solo bike, the smiles and the
friendly waves are gone, and I have had some people
almost sneer at me when I ride up. I only wish that the

bad biker image could be revised and the people would
be more open minded about us motorcyclists.

Enclosed is picture of my 400 cc CMJ Honda
with Spirit Eagle sidecar. Hope you noticed my Bell
inside the sidecar. Ha!

Billie Leonard Spokane, Washington

BAKER'S LESS EXPENSIVE
WHEEL BEARING FIX
Dear USCA:

A problem has come up twice on my 81 Wing
that I would like to pass on to all members of USCA
and non members as well.

I have 41,000 miles on my 81 Wing that's all
sidecar miles. The bearing in the rear wheel spun in its
race at approximately 25,000 and again at 40,000. I
believe what has happened is this. The bearing is
pressed into an aluminum housing, and the aluminum
cannot take the side loads generated by sidecar use. The
housing becomes egg shaped and as a result you lose
the press fit and outer race.

The first time I bought a new wheel (expensive).
The second time I inserted a stainless sleeve and
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repressed the bearing into the housing. I made the
sleeve 1/8 larger in diameter than the bearing so there
would be enough meat to handle the loads. It's an easy
fix. I say easy, but we own a machine shop.

The way to check for wear is to put the bike on
the centerstand and move the wheel side to side. If
there is any movement, the bearing race has elongated
and should be replaced with a new wheel or repaired.
The repair is half of the cost of a new wheel. Anyone
who finds the problem is welcome to call or write me,
and I will explain how to fix it, or fix it for them at half
the cost of a new wheel.

I believe it is not just a problem with 81 Wings
only. Members should check any rig they have.

Skip Baker, 40 Beverly Dr., Hollister, CA 95023,
(408)637-9555 or 637-2211

SEEN ANY 51 HRDs ON THE
ROAD LATELY?
Dear Sir:

I have just been given a copy of the Nov.-Dec. '85
edition of your magazine with the HRD motorcycle on
the cover. I've never seen this photo before. I shall
enclose a couple of photos - also of the HRD or
Vincent-HRD motorcycles. Would it be at all possible
to get a copy of the cover photo from Vol.9/No.10? for
use in the international Vincent-HRD Owners Club
magazine, "MPH"? We would be most grateful if we
could. Let us know if there is any charge.

I shall enclose a piece on the first photo I am
enclosing, that of Mr. Gill and his round the world trip.
(See Gill’s 1929 World Tour)

The second photo is a very interesting machine,
as you might notice how close the s/c is placed to the
bike. The rider, a Mr. Harold Taylor, did not have a left
leg, so the car was mounted as close as possible. (You
can see that the right side has both foot change and foot

Letters
brake pedal!) Other interesting features is the fact that
all four wheels were interchangeable - the front forks
were spaced out to accept a wider rear type axle,
complete with sprocket! This was also the first Vincent
to be fitted with the new forged alloy "Girdraulic" front
forks in lieu of the older Brampton girder forks. The
newer forks, made by Rolls Royce, were much stron-
ger laterally for sidecar work, and also had a built-in
adjustment to change from solo to sidecar trail and
back again. This also gave a certain preload to the
springs to allow for the extra stresses of the sidecar.

I have a mid-50's Steib S501 sidecar fitted to my
'51 Vincent Rapide (1000cc) which I have had since
1980 when I drove it from Chicago to San Francisco
and Los Angeles and back. The next year I drove it to
Boston and the east coast via Philadelphia and New
York and returned via Toronto. I have driven it through
most of the USA, to Canada numerous times and have
also taken it to England and Europe where I have had
the pleasure of taking in Ireland, most of England,
Holland twice, Germany, and France four times.

Well, that's enough for now. Keep up the good
work on your magazine. And please let me know about
the cover photo. Thank you.

Glenn Shriver, Chicago Section Organizer,
Vincent Owners Club
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Letters
E.V. FULLER FINALLY
GETS WITH IT (AND US)
Dear Sirs:

The check for my renewal dues is
enclosed. I finally own a sidecar rig and it's
fun. I have an EML on an R100 RS BMW.

After hearing much negative talk about
sidecars and almost not buying one, I'm glad
I did.

E.V. Fuller Garland, TX 75043

P.S. Wife enjoys riding now.

WIESINGER PUTS S/C
BACK ON THE ROAD
Dear Editor,

I would like to report that we in Texas
are enjoying good weather and good riding.
As Chapter Director, Greater Houston area,
I am encouraged at the amount of interest in
sidecaring, young and old.

We have had two meeting runs this year
which I hosted, and have set up quarterly
runs for the rest of the year.

I would like this letter to advise all
sidecarists in the Greater Houston area that I
intend to put sidecaring back on the road for
all USCA members.

I have been riding motorcycles for 28
years off and on. I have enjoyed riding bikes
very much and now have a CB 900 Honda
with a California rig. I have had the car for
one year last March. We are able to go more
and farther than ever.

Thanks to Hal Kendall and his manual
on sidecar mounting and riding, I had no
problem setting up the rig.

I believe it to be safer than solo biking,
no chance of going down on slick roads or
when you have to take to the shoulder off
the road.

I would like to say that I enjoy the
Sidecarist more than any reading yet.
Keel...-. the good news coming.

Regards,

Al Wiesinger, Chapter Director, Greater
Houston, Texas, 713-462-3021

MORE DETAILS ON 15”
MOTORCYCLE TIRES
Dear Hal,

Thank you for your letter regarding my
recent article in the Sidecarist concerned
with 15" tires on motorcycle outfits. As I
have had a number of queries, it seems
sensible to incorporate all the queries to-
gether into one piece. This way I can be of
assistance to more folk, so it may be that the
substance of this letter should appear in The
Sidecarist.

The wheels I use on my '80 Gold Wing
are: The front is a cast one designed to fit in
Wasp leading link forks. This wheel takes
the standard brake discs and uses the Honda
calipers. The fork design requires the cali-
pers be switched over - left to right, right to
left. The only modification necessary was
switching the backing shim in each caliper.
Because of having twin discs, the tire valve
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cannot stick out of the wheel at an angle. It
comes out straight (90 degrees to the wheel
spindle). This means twisting the inner tube,
but we all do it and no one reports any
problems. The rear wheel involved remov-
ing the original Comstar spokes and rim,
then machining and shrinking on an outer
rim-spoke casting. The offset is crucial to
ensure running clearances and easy wheel
removal. The wheels were provided by CMA
Wheels, Mildenhall, Suffolk, England. I had
to provide my original rear wheel.

The tires I use at the moment are
Firestone S211s - 125 SR 15 at the front and
135 SR 15 on the rear. I tried Michelin some
years back and found them very flexible in
the walls. They did not create any sense of
confidence. I then spent some time on
Uniroyal Rallye 280s. These were good and
the front one lasted 26,000 miles before a
puncture justified a change. There was still
a fair tread, but I felt it might be tired! The
rear one was removed at 16,000 miles to
make way for the Firestone. It wasn't worn
out, I just wanted to try the S211, which was
supposed to have a stiffer wall than other
makes. Truth is that the tire I removed was
then fitted to the rear of a certain Mr.
Bembridge's old Difazio/BMW. It may still
be there.

There is a marginal difference between
the Uniroyal and the Firestone, but I don't
think there is much in that, especially if
your rig is lighter than my undoubted heavy-
weight. As for tire pressures, the tires have a
maximum pressure stamped on them of 36
psi. I run the front at this, but the rear I have
nearer 40 psi. This is one area of debate
over here, so it's worth saying that there are
variations employed by others.

Some say that low pressures are prefer-
able, whilst some of the Dutch talk of pres-
sures nearer to fifty! I suggest try mine and
go each way to assess your preference.
Remember that radial tires can look soft
even at high pressures, so use that gauge.

Letters
With these tires I have always felt happy,
although they can be a bit difficult to re-
move from the wheel after prolonged use. If
you are wondering about running tubeless,
well I don't, but there should be no reason
why it couldn't be done. On the question of
actually using these tires, remember that
EML fit the Uniroyals for sale in West
Germany where the demanding TUV ap-
proval system is in force.

The question of supply to the States
centres around tires and wheels judging by
the queries received. I cannot give any
guarantees, but I have had a word with
Watsonian, who I believe have a business-
like Californian in their hierarchy, about the
possibility of helping out. I'm currently
making enquiries.

As a postscript to this letter, I would
like to wish those fellow sidecar enthusiasts
who have written to me on this matter all
the very best, and hope they can understand
that a general letter was better at this stage.

All the Best,

John Procter, Huddersfield, England
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BAM Battles Bias
Group - 50,000 Strong - Helps
Cyclists Help Each Other
By ANN JAPENGA, Times Staff Writer
Los Angeles Times, Thursday August 7, 1986

It's a scene that occurs somewhere each summer
when the weather heats up and motorcyclists take to
the roads: A bug-flecked biker knocks a leathery
knuckle on a family's front door and asks to use the
telephone because his Harley has just gone down on
the highway. The father slams the door on the fellow's
plea and the mother and children cower inside, images
of outlaw biker gangs flickering in their heads.

In reality, the traveler may be a harmless kid. But
nobody wants to help a biker in distress, it seems -
except another biker.

There's long been a code that motorcycle riders
go to the aid of their own kind; now Russ Brown, a
Los Angeles attorney, has formed Bikers Against
Manslaughter, an organization that formalizes the
tradition of bikers helping bikers.

"This is something that motorcycle riders need,"
said Rick Solomon, a 33-year-old BAM member and
former motorcycle cop from Dallas, Tex., who now
works in security. "We all have the same type of pro
blems out on the road. We're in places where we don't
know anybody and nobody knows us. If something
happens, who do we call?"

Solomon got word last November from a BAM
staffer in Los Angeles that 20-year old John House Jr.
was in intensive care at a hospital in Dallas. Solomon
and his wife, Linda, hurried to House's bedside.

The young patient, they learned, had recently
moved to Texas from his home in Illinois in search of
work. He'd been idling at a stop sign when a motorist
rammed his motorcycle from behind, leaving him with
internal and head injuries.

The youth's father, John House, Sr. of Orion, Ill.,
was a member of BAM. As soon as the elder House
learned his son was in trouble, he dialed the number on
his BAM card, 1-800-4-BIKERS.  Cont. over....

Friends and staff of organization working for bikers’ rights include, from left, Arleen Ruby,
Lauren and Aaron Brown and their parents, Hana and Russ Brown, and Bill Durning.

Photo by Aurelio Jose Barrera
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BAM Battles Bias
This put House in  contact with one of BAM's

seven full-time staff members in Los Angeles, who
checked the organization's registry of 50,000 bikers
across the country. If someone who is registered is in an
accident, the BAM staff Is able to relay information
such as blood type, special medical problems and next
of kin to the caller. Members of the registry may also
be called on to aid another biker, as in this case. (There
is no fee for registration; the organization is supported
by legal fees from Russ Brown's law practice.)

Shortly after the patient's mother, Ellen House,
arrived at the hospital from Illinois, the Solomons were
there to meet her. For the next three days, the Solo-
mons would bring the distraught mother meals at the
hospital. The Solomons picked up House Sr. at the
airport when he arrived the second day, they donated
blood for the patient. (John House Jr. has since recov-
ered and has returned to his job on an assembly line.)

Rick Solomon visited the scene of the accident to
make sure that the police report reflected what actually
had occurred. Brown, 51, of Van Nuys, said BAM
offers this service because police reports on motorcycle
accidents are sometimes inaccurate unless the investi-
gating officer himself is a biker.

For example, one report determined that a
motorcycle was going 50 m.p.h when it crashed, based
on a formula that gauges speed according to the
distance the vehicle slid. But the formula assumes an
automobile sliding on four rubber tires, Brown said.
When a bike goes down, metal skids across asphalt and
the vehicle will slide much farther. Due to the investi-
gation of the BAM crew, Brown said, the report in
question was changed to show that the motorcyclist
had been traveling 35 m.p.h. at the time of the accident,
a legal speed for that particular road.

Brown has identified with biker values ever since
he was 16 and took to racing motorcycles on a quarter-
mile dirt track behind a friend's farm in Santa Maria,
CA. In the mid-'50s, he joined a motorcycle club called
the Santa Maria Owls.

"I was sort of a semi-bad guy," Brown said. He
wore leather jackets, grease-stiffened jeans and a
ducktail. "It was all show, not much go," he
re'"wcalled. "And that's what bikers are. They may look

ferocious, they may look intimidating, they may look
threatening - but they're not.

"If you go over and just talk to them you find that
they're really low-profile people, except for their
costumes."

Part of the reluctance of non-bikers to get in-
volved with the two-wheeler set can be traced to the
lawless image of a few that tends to reflect on all
motorcyclists. Last month, for instance, Atty. Gen. John
Van de Kamp cited motorcycle couriers along with
street hoodlums and prison inmates as sources of drug
distribution in California.

The case that eventually inspired Brown to form
BAM in 1982 involved a woman in her early 20s with
three children. Her husband was killed by a drunken
motorist who said: "I didn't see him (the motorcycle
rider)." The motorist received summary probation.

Brown concluded that the attitude toward bikers
involved in highway incidents is somewhat like that
toward rape victims. They must have done something
to provoke the attack/accident.

For those bikers involved in accidents that land
them in court, Bikers Against Manslaughter is there to
ensure that prejudice against bikers doesn't weigh the
case in favor of the automobile driver.
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Steering Damper
STEERING DAMPER FOR
TELE AND LINK FORKS
Dear Doug:

Enclosed please find what I believe is the answer
to the front end shake problem common with sidecar
use.

We have built brackets for V-65's, CBX's, Wing's
and BMW's. Stock front ends as well as leading link.
The pictures show a Wing with a leading link. The
Wing has 41,000 miles, all sidecar, and the damper has
yet to fail its designed duty. The CBX has 8,000 miles,
of which 5,000 are sidecar.

We are constantly trying to improve on the design
of the brackets. They are almost all custom made due
to the various sidecar and bike combinations available.

Price will vary depending on the bike and sidecar
and whether the individual requires plating or not.

Skip Baker, 40 Beverly Dr., Hollister, CA 95023
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Steering Damper
ZACCARIA STEERING
DAMPER
By HAKendall

The most popular steering damper of older
machines was the steering stem mounted friction
style damper. Later, as trail was increased and
sidecar use declined the damper was eliminated
for almost all solo motorcycles. But for sidecar
use certain combinations were almost unridable
without a steering damper.

With few exceptions most sidecarists in
need of a damper now use the VW steering style
damper which requires a dead attachment point
and some place to tie onto the fork leg member.
Some have found this unit to be just what they
need, others have found them to deaden the
steering too much. In any event, the damping
action should be at the central steering stem for
maximum effectiveness, not at the front wheel
axle where a few have been noted.

Another limitation of the VW type damper
is its lack of adjustment. Even if it is set up so
that it works freely from lock to lock and from
minimum to maximum leg travel (if mounted on
the lower leg) it may provide much more damp-
ing than is required. Some machines need a lot of
damping, others little or none.

Enter the fully adjustable central steering
stem hydraulic damper. This unit, made in Italy
by Zaccaria, is available through Storz Perfor-
mance. Although only currently available for
high performance machines such as the 600
Ninja and the GSXR750, it is possible, if de-
mand warrants, that it could become available for
more popular machines such as the BMW or the
Honda Wings. A little pricey now at $159 retail.

For more information, contact -

Stotz Performance, 1362 Tower Square P2,
Ventura, California 93003 Or call (805) 654-
8816.
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Vintage Cycles
VINTAGE CYCLE WORKS
1918 AMERICA

The world's first Antique Replica Motor-
cycle, in kit form, America represents two years
of design and fabrication by the most skilled and
dedicated craftsmen in the motor-field.

From the classic flowing lines of the side-
car, to the warm combination of brass and
chrome, America is what it says it is - the very
spirit of that little Turn of the Century Iron
Horse, that blazed a trail across America.

America is powered by any year electric
start Harley-Davidson Sportster engine up to and
including the latest 883 and 1100 evolution
engines.

Send $7.50 for a large detailed information
package with specifications, parts list, photos and
prices, to Ron Russell, Vintage Cycle Works, PO
Box 1073, Campbell, CA 95009.
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Turnbuckles
TURNBUCKLES BY
GOODWIN
By HAKendall

As everyone knows, my rig is somewhat
unique. I have constantly modified and refined
the beast almost daily seeking to improve
performance, handling or suspension. And, the
little tips I find out about are passed along for
all members to enjoy. It is not the best, nor the
most refined, but it does follow my cardinal
philosophy - when in doubt, build it stout!

It is a Watsonian GP, a model that has
served Watsonian very well from the day it
was conceived in the mid sixties until today.
Indeed, Bingham still uses this very model
when advertising his wares today. My mounts
are from good English hardware. The heavy
swan neck is the principal support for the front
upper connection and is firmly attached across
both motorcycle frame members of the duplex
frame. However, at the time I installed the rig I
could not find a robust fitting for the lower
rear. This was compensated for by fitting three
struts, one at the lower front and two at the
upper rear. One from the upper rear goes down
and forward. Boy - do I have triangulation.
The sidecar is firmly and rigidly affixed.

There is no slop or flexibility. The whole
behaves as a unit. But there was a problem. To
fine tune the alignment was one gigantic
nightmare. Adjustments on one member af-
fected all other fittings.

The struts were of standard telescopic
design. The normal method of adjustment is to
slack off the clamp then push or pull until it is
the correct length. Unless it binds, or becomes
frozen, or has rusted. If only one adjustable
strut is employed the problem is not too bad.
With two, the problems increased. With three,
forget it.

Vern Goodwin and I have maintained a
fairly good correspondence over the past
several years. Recently he was telling me of
his turnbuckle system which if installed on a

three-point system, allows for very easy adjust-
ment of lean, similar to the system on Vetter
and other three-point systems. But Vern has
gone one better. For an additional cost you
may install an electrically operated turnbuckle
so that, by flipping a switch you may set the
lean on the go. This has several advantages. If
you set the alignment for hands-off on city
type roads at low speeds, the increased wind
drag at highway speeds can cause a decided
pull to the right. This can be compensated for
by slightly leaning the cycle to the left. A
similar phenomena would occur if you have
the rig set for a flat pavement and suddenly
encounter a high crowned country road. Of
course, another way to adjust lean is by fitting
an adjustable pneumatic air shock on the
sidecar wheel suspension which is not suitable
for all rigs.

I had my handling down pat. But, then I
started playing around with tire sizes to find
more optimum handling. A taller tire was fitted
to the rear (this reduced lean out). Next I
installed a taller tire on the sidecar (this in-
creased lean out). Then I fitted an adjustable
shock on the sidecar that was a half-inch
longer-than-stock Watsonian shock (this
increased lean out). Finally, a smaller tire was
fitted to the front (not real sure what this did to
lean out).

The net result was that the rig still
handled very well at slow speeds, but at high
speeds (about 80 mph) it pulled to the right as
the net effect of the various changes was to
eliminate all lean out. And, a realignment with
the five fittings is a monumental task.

I asked Vern if he could make his turn-
buckles to replace my three telescopic struts.
No problem. Soon the fittings arrived. They
consist of a very heavy tube section with one
left hand member and one right hand member
with right and left hand lock nuts. Length
adjustment is simple. With the strut in place,
simply turn one direction to lengthen, the other
direction to shorten. This is very important.
Some struts consist only of a fixed tube and
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Turnbuckles
one adjustable member. These cannot be
adjusted in place. One end must be unbolted,
the member adjusted, then replaced. They are
slightly better than the telescopic unit but not
much. The best design is the turnbuckle.

With Vern's units in place, a few turns of
the turnbuckles have more lean out than I
really need. Back off just a tad and the align-
ment is perfect. By comparison, no amount of
banging and sweating on the telescopic struts
produced a significant change of lean out.

The difference in handling was immedi-
ately apparent. Now, at slow speed, there is a
slight pull to the left but the pull is of small
consequence, just enough to notice. But now,
at high speed of 80 mph plus, it is rock steady
with no pull. Also, when loaded and at low
speed, the pull is absent.

The additional lean out also makes right
handers just a trifle more lively, compensated
for by reducing speed on right handers just a
little, or by more aggressive throttle for those
with powerful machines with the right gearing
and a hard tire compound. If your rig is prop-
erly set up you control direction by throttle and
controlled broadsiding of the rear tire.

For those who want to try either the
electric turnbuckle (three-point suspension) or
are simply tired of fighting adjustable struts
that won't adjust properly, just give Vern a call
or drop him a line. Vern may be reached at
(402) 781-2142 or at P." Box 131, Eagle,
Nebraska 68347.

Vern also makes a very nice "Good One"
sidecar for when you are ready to trade.

Final tips - cover those adjustment threads
with a colloidal copper grease such as SS-80
or KoprCote. This will prevent the threads
from rusting and will ensure they will always
be adjustable. Also be sure to firmly lock both
the upper and the lower members to remove
any slack. You do not want the turnbuckle to
grow or shrink while you are on the road.

NOTE: If your rig has a tendency to pull

in one direction or another at certain speeds or
load conditions, you may try the following:

Adjust your handlebars so that your body
is in a comfortable riding position with your
arms fully extended (not bent). When pull is
noticed, simply lock the arm on the bar in the
direction of pull. If the pull is to the right, lock
the right arm. Also throw your body out in the
direction opposite the pull. In this case, lean
out to the left.

By locking your arm, the pull is trans-
ferred to the shoulder muscles which are much
stronger than your elbow muscles. If your arm
is bent, the strain will soon tell on your elbow.

By leaning into the wind in the opposite
direction of pull, you create a wind resistance
on the opposite side of your rig.

Neither tactic will correct the pull - only a
proper alignment will do that - but it will make
the pull less noticeable.

Footnotes by Vern:

Many may wonder why I needed a new
shop in the Winter. Simple, so I would have a
place to build and develop new sidecars in the
Spring. But, the builders dragged their feet so
my new shop is still not ready and the old one
twenty miles away, is more crowded than
before. Right now I am building a sidecar for
an '82 Gold Wing, another for an '81 CX500
and a longer and wider unit for an '86 Kawa
1300. They will probably incorporate a new
design in torsion bars. The prototypes may
wind up as new models.

Vern’s new address is:

14900 N 56th Street, Lincoln,

NE 68514-9702
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EML GT-II
PRESS RELEASE - GT II
SIDECAR

EML USA, the exclusive factory autho-
rized importer for EML sidecars in the
United States, is proud to introduce the
newest addition to the EML family of side-
cars... the all-new GT II! This unit is a
revision of the very popular GT Family
Tourer. The GT sidecar has a large seating
capacity for two children or one adult and
one child. There is enough trunk space to
pack for weeks on the road, and each unit
comes complete with luggage rack, disc
brake and a convertible top.

Like all EML units, the GT II comes
with a handling package for the motorcycle
that includes leading-link front forks, 15-
inch wheels and tires, and the correct sus-
pension components for a sidecar. BMW
kits come with new main frames. The result
is the very best handling sidecar made
today!

EML USA sells kits or complete units
ready to go. All EML sidecars are made for
the following motorcycles: R and K series
BMW; all 1000, 1100 and 1200 Honda;
Suzuki 1000 and 1100 shaft drive models;
and the new Suzuki Cavalcade, Moto Guzzi,
Kawasaki 1100 and 1300, and Yamaha 1100.

For more information contact your local
dealer or contact us for a color catalog:
EML USA, 4011 Forest Park Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63108; telephone (314) 531-
4010.

Don’t miss Terry Strassenburg’s full
road test of the GT II elsewhere in this
issue!
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Potporri
MOTORVATION BACK
PACK "ROYALE"

Motorvation Engineering's Back Pack
trailer, the lightest and most agile trailer available
for use with motorcycles, now comes in the
"Royale" edition, which features the following
custom appointments:
• Paint custom color matched to your motors.-

cycle. This includes two-tone paint if required.
• Any logo emblems such as Aspencade, Ven-

ture Royale or Voyager are standard on the
Back Pack Royale.

• Color-coordinated upholstered and carpeted
interior. Interior light also standard.

• Chrome rear bumper with lights.
• Chrome trailer tongue and tongue stand.
• Lighting package which includes tail lights,

brake lights and amber turn lights.
• Top chrome luggage rack.
• Your choice of either mag or spoke wheel.
• Trailer cover.

The total package price of the Royale
options, if purchased separately, would be $1538.
Motorvation offers this top-of-theline trailer for
only $1399. That's about a 10% discount. You
may still add options like the spare tire, ice chest
rack and bra, which the Royale package price
makes more affordable.

Give Motorvation a call at (818) 248-9631
if you have any questions, or to place your order
today.

HALMAR VIDEO ISLE OF
MAN TOUR

Get the T.T. bug! See the Isle of Man classic
May 30-June 5 1987 (including sidecar events
May 30 and June 1). Go for one or two weeks.
Prices to suit every pocket include fares, food
and accommodations. Your holiday is secure
because it's booked through the official Isle of
Man Tourist Board T.T. tour package. For a color
brochure and full details on the 1987 Isle of Man
tour, contact Halmar Video, P.O. Box 474,
Lewiston, NY 14092; (416) 356-6865.

PROGRESSIVE
SUSPENSION PLUG
by Dan Doyle

Encouraged by the recommendation of our
traveling companions, we sucked it up, took the
plunge, stretched our credit rating to previously
unexplored limits, and bought a 1985 Interstate
for our Watsonian Oxford.

Much to my surprise, the Gold Wing proved
to be a pretty good machine. But it left a tad to be
desired in the rear suspension department. So I
sprung for a set of the Magnumatics, which isn't
really the point of this story. The point is - what
happened later.

"Later," in this case, amounted to an ex-
tended weekend ride (about 750 miles), during
which I noticed that even with the shocks at the
recommended maximum, I was still bottoming
out. A call to Progressive Suspension and an
eyeballing of the box the shocks came in showed
that I had received the wrong shock; i.e., the ones
without the special springs designed for the Gold
Wings.

Departure for Canada less than 10 days
away made going back through the dealer and the
distributor a less than satisfactory prospect. So I
told Progressive Suspension my sad story, and
much to my relief, they agreed to replace the
inadequate springs with the correct items.
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And at no cost to me, even though the
shocks were definitely used by then. A few days
later, the shocks were back on the bike and we
were on our way.

So if anyone out there is considering air
shocks for a Gold Wing or any other bike, give
Progressive Suspension a thought. These guys
are all right! Check it out with your dealer or call
Progressive and ask Don or Jay about the
Magnumatics. They are at (714) 898-2951 (or
write to them at 15661 Producer Lane, Unit N,
Huntington Beach, Calif. 92649). And tell them
you read about it in the Sidecarist.

ROADSIDE REST JUST FOR
MOTORCYCLES
BOONE, North Carolina -

A new concept in tourist accommodations
will come to the Boone area next Spring with the
opening of the High Country Cycle Camp.
Owner/ operator Tom Thompson, a motorcycle
touring enthusiast for twenty years, announced
his plans with great enthusiasm.

While logging over 300,000 miles on BMW
motorcycles, Mr. Thompson often travelled the
Blue Ridge Parkway. He noticed the abundance
of cycling tourists and the scarcity of accommo-
dations catering to them. The High Country
Cycle Camp will cater only to cyclists; it will not
even admit RV's.

The Camp will be located in Wilkes County,
30 miles from Boone and 20 miles off the Park-
way. The facilities will include the usual ameni-
ties for tent camping plus camping chalets for
those who prefer not to sleep on the ground. A
parking area will accommodate those who trailer
their bikes to the mountains, but only motor-
cycles will be allowed on the camping grounds.

Mr. Thompson plans to play host for rallies
sponsored by associations of cyclists as well as
the Parkway tourists. The location of the Camp is
within easy day-trip distance of many Parkway
attractions, including Linville Falls and Gorge,

Potporri
Grandfather Mountain, Blowing Rock, and
Moses Cone Park. The many miles of unspoiled
scenery of the paved backroads in Wilkes and
surrounding counties is another important feature
for cycle enthusiasts.

Although the official opening is planned for
May of 1987, Mr. Thompson will open with
limited facilities in the Fall of 1986. For more
information, call (919) 973-7522 or write High
Country Cycle Camp, Route 1, Box 216,
Ferguson, North Carolina 28624.

THE ENDLESS SAGA OF
TURNPIKE RIPOFFS
by HAKendall

The tollways have short memories. Their
decision to not rip us off lasts only while the heat
is on. As soon as a single incident goes by un-
checked, they are back to their old game.

And, with hundreds of tollways in all 50
states, there is no way I can be watchdog on the
tollways in your area.

New Jersey gave us lots of problems. To
protect the "integrity" of their toll collection
system, they insist on ripping us off first, then
cutting a refund check (which probably costs the
authority $25 or more to process).

In Illinois you must go through the attended
booth; you cannot use the automatic gates.

Other states have minor variations, such as
noting an exception-to-rule on the ticket. But
none, to my knowledge, now has a stated policy
to rip us off.

Most authorities simply ignore the hassle
and charge us the car rate.

In Chicago, I used to roll out and test toll
offices at random until I got them in line and
shaped up. Perhaps those of you who live near a
toll booth could do the same. I would get on, go
one exit, then return. It really is a lot of fun.
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HELMET LOCK
EXTENSION CABLE

Many riders are concerned that their full-
face helmets can easily and quickly be cut free
when secured by only the fabric-connected D-
Rings on the chin strap. All that it takes is a
quick swipe with a sharp pen knife. Although the
thief must repair the damage, premium helmets
are sufficiently expensive that the effort is easily
justified.

The Helmet lock extension cable quickly
and conveniently secures the helmet to the bike's
keyed helmet lock which is not always in the
most accessible location once camping equip-
ment or other dress hardware has been added.

The Helmet lock extension cable is a fif-
teen-inch flexible, vinyl-coated, nonabrasive
stainless steel security cable available in either
black or white vinyl. The rider simply loops the
cable through the jaw of the helmet (as shown)
and then secures the free end to the bike's keyed
helmet lock.

The cable is sufficiently flexible to be easily
handled yet adequately strong that heavy duty
cable cutters are necessary to cut it, a bulky tool
that the casual opportunist is unlikely to have at
hand.

The price is a modest $3.95 plus 75 ship-
ping per cable. Clubs ordering 10 or more may
deduct 10%. California residents add 6% sales
tax. Contact Lionel Enterprises, 3017 Santa
Monica Blvd., Suite 304-222, Santa Monica, CA
90404.

Helmet Lock

The Helmet lock extension cable
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GILL'S 1929 WORLD
TOUR

A Vincent was supplied to J. Gill, a
28year-old motor engineer from Bradford,
who intended to travel through Europe, the
Middle and Far East to Australia partly 'for
the fun of the thing' and partly to show
overseas traders that 'British manufacturers
can still hold their own in the production of
motorcycles.' (At the time seventy-five per
cent of the motor vehicles sold in Australia
were of American manufacture.)

'Gill had already been to J.A.P.s to
support him,' P.C.V. told me, so it appeared
that all we had to do was make up a frame
and assemble the machine and that would be
the end of our responsibility; but we had no
sooner assembled it than we found that he
was going to be running out of money. He
got as far as Switzerland and cabled for
another supply of money; we were faced
with publicity in the press saying that Gill
had broken down hopelessly in Switzerland

unless we sent him 100 pounds to get him
out of Europe. We subsequently had two or
three more cables at further intervals re-
questing more cheques.'

Although he was never employed in the
works, Gill helped in the assembly of his
machine, which was a standard Model E
witt J.A.P. 600 c.c. side-valve engine, Bur-
man three-speed gearbox, Amal carburetter
and Clincher tyres. He fitted two optional
extras: stronger (A.E.S.) Druid forks and
M.L. racing magneto. His passenger was to
have been P. Cockerell of Manchester but
after a trial run over the Yorkshire moors
sitting on the metal carrier mounted above
the rear wheel, Cockerell's enthusiasm
waned and Walter Stephens from London
went instead.

They left London on May 3rd, 1929,
carrying 7 cwt. of luggage in a Noxall
sidecar. Gill decided to include firearms 'as
the attitude of the natives who will be
encountered is uncertain.'

J Gill completes his world tour - 23,000 miles through 20 countries

Around the World
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They enjoyed a safe trip until they
reached Istanbul, where they were suspected
of being spies and bundled into jail. Two
weeks passed before the British Consulate
were able to arrange for their release.

While driving through the Middle East,
they were twice attacked by Bedouins. The
first band blocked their path and opened fire
as they approached. Thinking quickly Gill
opened the throttle and charged on full bore,
creating sufficient din to scatter the camels
and escape.

On the second occasion, Gill confi-
dently tried the same tactic; but the Arabs
stood firm. Again Gill thought rapidly. This
time he cut the ignition. A raucous noise
like gunfire bellowed from the exhaust, the
camels stampeded and Gill roared to safety.

Gill and Stephens eventually reached
Canberra, Australia, having travelled 12,000
miles over some of the worst terrain in the
world. Gill checked the frame parts for wear
but found no play in the Timken bearings
fitted to the hubs, steering head and frame
pivot bearing. The J.A.P. engine had re-
ceived some attention, having been fitted
with a new piston, exhaust valve spring and
small-end bush en route. The rear and side-
car tyres had been changed after 9,000 miles
but, surprisingly, the front tyre had survived
the journey.

By this time, Stephens had 'had enough'
of the tan sad mounted over the rear mud-
guard and Phil Irving travelled to England
in his place. I asked Phil what he remem-
bered of the trip.

'Gill arrived in Melbourne sometime in
February 1930 and left his bike with the
local A.J.S. agents,' he recalled. 'At that
time I was an A.J.S. owner and competition
rider and when I walked into their shop I
recognised the motorcycle as being a Vin-
cent H.R.D. I'd read about one coming
round the world and there it was. Talking to
Gill I discovered that he wanted a passenger

Around the World
but he didn't want one without any money. I
asked him if 100 pounds would be enough
and when he replied "Yes" I had to sell my
two motorcycles, consequently raising 150
pounds.

'Before we left, we checked over the
machine and found the front forks worn
out, and replaced them. We had a look
inside the motor, which seemed pretty
good. Gill didn't want to alter it - he said
the engine had been done up in India and
was best left alone.

'We had no trouble with the outfit in
New Zealand - apart from a puncture - but
in Canada climbing up the Rockies on the
first day out from Vancouver, we broke a
ring in the piston. I proceeded to fit what I
thought was a good spare piston only to
find that it was nearly as bad as the one we
had just removed. I should have looked at
it in Melbourne of course, but Gill had
said; "That's a spare piston" and I had
assumed that it was a new one. We had to
get the groove turned out by a local me-
chanic and fitted an old, wide and very
heavy piston ring and that got us halfway
across Canada before it broke after we had
endeavoured to tail an Indian outfit for
about 20 miles.

I obtained a Harley-Davidson piston
and got it turned down in Winnipeg to fit
our cylinder and then that broke up so we
had to fall back on our old original piston
and that got us to Montreal. We then
crossed to England on the Athenia which,
incidentally, became the first ship to be
torpedoed in 1940.

'In Canada the complete outfit with
Gill and me on board weighed 1100 lb and
that's an awful lot of weight for a 600 c.c.
side valve; so I said to Gill; "Look, this is
ridiculous. A lot of the baggage is junk that
we don't want." It was stuff that Gill had
collected along the route so I suggested
that we send it by rail to Montreal and
collect it there. By this means we lightened
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the load on the outfit by about 200 lb.

'Once or twice the front sidecar goose-
neck tube broke near the chassis and we had
to stop and hammer it down the front tube;
it got shorter and shorter across Canada
until it was only just a little bit of a bend
instead of being a gooseneck tube.

'On one occasion when we camped - it
was one of the few times when we put up
the tent - I was woken up during the night
by a peculiar rattling noise and I remember
thinking: what the hell is that rattling noise?
the morning we came across a sign about 20
feet away from the tent which said: BE-
WARE OF RATTLESNAKES.'

Around the World
Gill and Irving disembarked at

Liverpool in July 1930 and then Gill, who
had crossed deserts without a compass and
mountain ranges without a guide, managed
to get lost on the journey to London, taking
the wrong road out of Witmey, near Oxford,
and finding himself in Henley instead of
Barnet. Eventually he reached Australia
House in the Strand and handed in a letter
for the High Commissioner from the Austra-
lian Prime Minister after travelling 23,000
miles on his Vincent H.R.D. motor-cycle.
Thanks: Glenn Shriver, Vincent Owners Club
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Road Test - EML GT II
TEST: NEW BMW/EML
SIDECAR COMBO
By Terry Strassenburg

I recently read an article on the EML that
said before you get on a sidecar, forget every-
thing you know about motorcycles. While this is
true, I would like to take that statement one step
further: "Before you get on an EML, forget
everything you know about sidecars."

I knew I had my hands on something special
the first time I sat on the 1985 BMW K-100/
EML sidecar rig and felt its firmness. I marveled
at the feel of this unit and I wasn't even moving
yet. But, the day was wearing on and I had to
drive this strange rig home without even a hint of
what to expect. As I waved goodby and pulled
out into the Sunday morning St. Louis traffic my
brain screamed, "What have you gotten us into
this time?"

But I'm getting ahead of myself here. Let me
back up seven hours and start over.

BUZZZZZZZZ....My alarm shocked me
into consciousness. 3:50 a.m. I needed a darned
good reason to get up at this crazy hour and I had
one. I had to be in St. Louis at 10:00 a.m., 270
miles from my home near Chicago. The lights of
my garage seemed unusually bright at this hour
as I pushed my red BMW/R-80-RT into the
driveway. The engine warmed quietly beneath
me as I sat astride my BMW. A glance at my ‘in
dash’ clock and I was out on the street and away.
4:40 a.m.

One stop along the way for breakfast and
gas and I arrived at EML/USA, also known as
BMW Motorrad of St. Louis, at 10:07 a.m. There
I met Bob Odell, part owner and sole U.S.
importer of the EML sidecar. As we walked
through different areas of the shop, I marveled at
the sidecars being worked on, but the one that
caught my eye was the red 1985 K 100 RS with a
1985 EML sport sidecar on the showroom floor.
This unit on Aug 23rd, 1985, attained a speed of
over 130 miles per hour on the Bonneville Salt
Flats with a passenger. With no other changes to

the engine except low compression pistons, an
I.H.I. turbocharger and Bosch high response
injectors. I was impressed. Although this rig was
street legal, unfortunately this was not the rig I
was getting to test.

Then I was introduced to 'my' 1985 K-100/
1986 EML GT-II. Since I had never ridden a K-
model BMW, Bob Odell ran through the location
of the switches for me, explaining the operation
of each one. While he was explaining, I was
noting that there was no flex in this unit at all,
solid, firm and very unique. Little did I realize
that I was in for the ride of my life.

My first sidecar was in 1976. I had my local
Harley dealer install a sidecar on the Harley that
I had been running for three summers. I heard all
the horror stories connected with sidecaring, so I
was worried about the six-mile ride home. After
I got home, I realized they were only scare
stories, nothing to it, a piece of cake.

The following year I switched to BMW
with the help of a thief and since that first ride
I've enjoyed over 100,000 accident-free miles.
But this was different. A strange unfairred
motorcycle belonging to someone else and 270
miles from home put butterflies in my stomach. I
eased out the clutch, made a right turn on the
street, down half a block then a U-turn around
the median and away we went. I'm glad no one
was there to watch.
You don't tug on Superman's cape, you don't
spit into the wind, and you don't get cocky
with an EML.

To say the steering was responsive would
be a gross understatement. Very slight inputs to
the handlebars made the rig jerk back and forth
in its lane and road irregularities pitched the rig
from side to side. I could not, for the life of me,
get smooth action from the front end. The harder
I tried the worse it got.

By the time I was out of the St. Louis metro
area my arms and hands were beginning to ache.
Then I relaxed my knees against the tank and my
grip on the bars and presto, problem solved. The
EML now ran dead straight and solid as a rock.
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When changing lanes, only the slightest
nudge to the bars was needed to make the unit
move from lane to lane.

I had heard that it was hard to make the
EML unit go straight. This is only true in the
beginning. After getting used to the easy steering,
it will be hard indeed to go back to a conven-
tional sidecar rig. Now we come to the 'why' the
EML handles so well. There are many reasons
why, and I'll try to touch a few.

I think the biggest single factor in the
handling of this rig is its reduced trail. A standard
K-model has a trail of 3.9 inches but with the
EML front end installed, the trail is greatly
reduced. This also effectively eliminates any
head shaking at low speeds and makes the unit
steer very easily. So easy in fact, that a Boge
Hydraulic damper is installed to keep the driver
from over steering.

Our test unit had the leading link set in the
front position making the unit steer easy. Steering
could be quickened by moving the wheel rear-
ward 3/4 of an inch and thus increasing the trail.
For first-time EML riders, wheel should be
forward until they get used to the EML handling.
Wheelbase has been extended from a stock 59.7
inches to 62.75 inches with the front wheel
moved forward. Also eliminated is nose dive; at
no time is it possible to make the front end drop
under breaking. In fact, at low speeds when the
binders are grabbed hard, the front end rises
slightly.

Stout... It's the only way to describe the
framework. All tubing is massive, beautifully
welded and supported by five Koni 3-way adjust-
able shocks. The shocks were set on the A2
position and left there for the entire test.

BMW uses the engine as a 'stressed mem-
ber' to support everything and a monolever rear
suspension with one large shock. Conversly,
EML uses a full double down tube frame that
encases the 1000cc fuel injected engine in steel
and a conventional swingarm that can more
easily handle the stresses of automotive type
cornering.

The sidecar is supported by a single sided
trailing link swingarm. Toe-in is adjusted at this
point, not by readjusting the entire sidecar.

To get all this to stop, the EML comes with
four high quality Brembo disc brakes, three on
the motorcycle and one on the sidecar. The hand
brake operates the double disc on the front wheel
and the right foot pedal operates the rear and
sidecar brake. The stopping power is simply
awesome.

The wheels are steel and beautiful, bolting
together at the outside of the spokes on the rim.
They are fifteen inch all the way around with the
one on the rear of the K-model slightly wider to
accommodate a wider tire. All three tires are
Uniroyal brand; the front and sidecar are 125 SR
15, and the rear tire is 145 SR 15. Lifespan of the
rear radial tire should be between 30,000 and
40,000 miles. The front and sidecar tires will
probably dry rot before they wear out.

The sidecar body is of a new design, and
displays solid engineering as does everything
else. Made from heavy fiberglass, the trunk and
cowling have that 'firm feeling' and give a solid
sounding thud when closed. The trunk has a large
lip and seal that did not leak during rain or
washing. I could not find any leaks around the
cowling, but rain did get in around the side of the
windshield during one very heavy downpour.

Called the GT-II, the EML has trunk dimen-
sions of 20" (high) x 30" (wide) x 19" (deep).
Sidecar lighting is built-in, not added on, and
brake, turn and running lights are bright and
effective. Interior is very large; I took "Big
Larry," a 6'6" friend, for a ride, and he sat with
his legs straight. Now he wants me to take him to
Daytona this Spring. Seat is 26" wide, back is
25" high and passenger has 50" of leg room.

Overall weight is 751 lbs. with 4-1/2 gal-
lons in the 5.8-gallon tank. Weight distribution is
front, 273 lbs; rear, 333 lbs; sidecar, 145 lbs.

EML/USA does a beautiful job of finishing
off the units with custom paint and detailing. Our
test rig was a beautiful electric metallic blue that

Road Test - EML GT II
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stopped everyone in their tracks every place it
was parked. On the way home from picking up
the unit, I stopped in Farmer City, IL for an
antique motorcycle show. As soon as I parked,
the people gathered around. The unit was talked
about, photographed, videotaped and generally
OOHED and AAHED over. Only one lady
picked the sidecar to death, but she was a Harley
owner so I that was to be expected.

TheSpeedometer error was 12.3% mainly
due to the small diameter wheel. All following
gas mileage figures were calculated after correct-
ing for speedometer error. The EML logged a
high of 33.5 mpg, a low of 24.5 mpg and aver-
aged 29.8 mpg.

Like any piece of machinery, nothing is
perfect, so now I get to bring up the few flies in
the ointment. The windshield is large and does
an excellent job of keeping the wind off of the
passenger. But, it bolts directly to the painted
surface of the body. Dirt carried by water gets
between the plastic windshield and mounting
surface and can't be removed. A gasket such as a
Windjammer fairing or even a cover would do
wonders for its looks.

Upper rear bracket - the cross bar that
attaches near the battery box runs behind the
drivers right leg - is in the way. I constantly
caught the top of my boot on it when adjusting
my foot in the peg. People shorter than me found
this bar to be in the way.

This report would not be complete without
mentioning the basic motorcycle, the BMW K-
100. The 1000cc (987cc) longitudinal flat four is
liquid-cooled with a bore and stroke of 67mm x
70mm. No carbs are used, instead a Bosch LE-
Jetronic fuel injection system is fitted. Probes in
the engine sense engine speed, temperature and
throttle position and send this information to a
digital computer which analyzes the data, then
decides how much gas to squirt into the intake
port. A fuel pump inside the aluminum gas tank
supplies gas to the injectors. Likewise, a micro-
processor reads engine speed, load and crank
position which tells the plugs when to fire.

Over 8600 rpm the ignition is retarded to
cut engine speed and over 8750 rpm the ignition
turns off the fuel injection.

The engine has a very flat power curve.
Power comes on at just above 3000 rpm and
pulls steadily to redline. A flat power curve is a
big plus in any engine when put into sidecar use.
In fact, a peak torque of 63.7 ft-lbs is reached at
6000 rpm, and at 3500 rpm the engine has
already attained 85% (54.1 ft-lb) of that peak.

Now you want to know how it handles,
right? The unit handles the road like a rocket sled
on rails, pulls hard coming out of the turns with
turbine-like power and brakes hard going in. The
rear drifts easily to the left during power-on right
hand sweepers and my heart was in my throat
more than once. Never have I experienced a
sidecar rig that could handle this way.

It is the combination of radial tires, stiff
shocks, rigid mounting, high sidecar weight and
low center of gravity that give this unit its cat-
like ability to eat up the curves. The K-100/GT-II
loves to be pushed to its limits and keeps asking
for more. I wonder how fast it would run in the
hands of two experienced sidecar racers? They
say love is blind and I am in love. I see nothing
but the winding road, the speedo and tach. I
sense nothing but the incredible power and
cornering capabilities. The nit-picks of this unit
are forgotten because this is what the EML was
built to do. 'Born to run' and run hard. When the
pavement ends and the stones begin, the EML
handles these with amazing agility. A true sport/
touring sidecar rig. I didn't think it was possible.

When I first spoke to Bob Odell about a test
rig, I had planned to make this story a compari-
son between the K-100/EML and my BMW R90/
6 and Hollandia sidecar. But after the ride home I
realized that was out. There is no comparison.
These rigs are worlds apart. My old Beamer is
70s technology and the EML GT-II is 80s.

Terry Strassenburg

Photos over......

Road Test - EML GT II
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Road Test - EML GT II

1. EML nestles BMW engine in a double
downtube frame.

2. Fuel-injected 1000 cc K-100 engine has
ideal torque characteristics for sidecar use.

3. Rear tire is a 145-3R15 mounted on a 4-inch
wide 15" rim.

4. Gauges are compact and straightforward.

5. Running and turnsignal lights are built in;
large windshield prevents wind buffeting.

6. Roomy, comfortable interior is fully
carpeted.
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8. Upper rear bracket gets in the way;
otherwise attachment fixtures are

exceptionally simple, neat and strong. It's all a
well-thought-out unit.

Road Test - EML GT II

9. Along the Mississippi on our way home.
Sidecar has radial tire and Brembo disc

brake.

 10. Kyle Strassenburg guards the unit at
NIR/USCA booth in Woodstock, Illinois.

Seating position is comfortable for a 12-hour
day in the saddle.

7. Upper rear bracket gets in the way;
otherwise attachment fixtures are

exceptionally simple, neat and strong. It's all a
well-thought-out unit.
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11. Kyle Strassenburg guards the unit at NIR/
USCA booth in Woodstock, Illinois. Seating
position is comfortable for a 12-hour day in

the saddle.

Road Test - EML GT II

12. Terry tried comparing the BMW/EML with his 1975 R90/6-1969 Hollandia rig and came to
this conclusion: There's no comparison.

13. Northern Illinois Region United Sidecar
Association. Would it go better on an EML?
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NIR Ride

Pat (1) and Doreen (2) O'Brien, with kids, hosted the Northern Illinois Region RIDE TO
MAXON MANOR, Oregon, Illinois, where participants gathered in the main dining room (3)
for lunch and conversation. NIR secretary Joyce Armour (4) "carefully inspects food in chow

line," according to Jim Rubens. Rally organizers planning an event which includes food
consumption may wish to remember this. Then again...

RIDE TO MAXON MANOR, Oregon, Illinois
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Gearing Up
THE IMPORTANCE OF
GEARING
By HAKendall

With sidecars being fitted to more super
bikes than before, some may believe they
have more than enough raw power to pull
anything they can hang onto the machine
The unit I demonstrated at the Houston
motorcycle show a few years ago with a
Vetter sidecar, could really burn rubber. But,
only after it had warmed up and with lots of
clutch slipping to get it off the line. Even
the GS1100 must get its revs before you feel
the power come in. I do quite a bit of ex-
perimentation simply so you do not have to
and perhaps you can profit from my experi-
ences.

When I first installed the Watsonian
onto my Laverda 3C (70 bhp), it had the
stock gearing and could attain a solo speed
in excess of 130 mph. Now, no one drives at
such speeds, at least not on the street. Of
course, it pulled the chair but was sluggish
getting off the mark, needed quite a bit of
clutch slip to get going, and takeoffs were
not smooth unless the engine was cranked
up to 3000 or higher.

By dropping the front sprocket one
tooth and upping the rear by two, an in-
crease in gearing of 11 percent was ob-
tained. Takeoffs were much smoother, even
with engine speeds of less than 2000 rpm. It
was no longer necessary to slip the clutch.
But, the big advantage was that acceleration
in high could now be achieved by rolling on
the throttle instead of needing to change
down. The engine was spinning smoother
and there was less strain on the transmission
and chains.

Later I installed a 4.50x18 Balloon tire
which had a rolling diameter some 2.5
inches larger than the 4.70x18 m/c tire it
replaced. This effectively reduced the over-
all gearing back to what it was in the begin-

ning with the same problems I started out
with. This time I obtained a 46-tooth rear
sprocket to replace the 42-tooth sprocket
and all the benefits of the higher ratio re-
turned instantly.

Changing gearing on a chain-driven
machine is easy. Even though the local
dealer (Perry Bushong in Fort Worth, Texas)
and the importer (Slater Bros. in Washing-
ton) did not carry oversize sprockets in
stock, one was soon on its way from Porta
in Dallas, Texas. The special sprocket was
only $20, machined to my specs and plated
as well. It is a small price to pay for all the
benefits one gets.

As a general rule of thumb, a large
displacement machine (1000cc or more)
should have the gearing increased by 10 to
15 percent for optimum performance.
Smaller machines in the 350 to 500cc range
require a higher gearing, in the 20 to 25
percent range. Between 500 and 1000cc
choose a value between 15 and 20 percent.

Any tendency to lug the engine will be
almost eliminated by increasing the gearing.
Gas consumption may go up a little as you
use your available power more aggressively.
And, your driving pleasure will never be
greater.
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Family Life
THEN THERE WERE
THREE
By Julian Dellar Broxbourne Herts, UK

When I first heard that we were to have an
addition to the family I was naturally de-
lighted. Then the fact began to sink in: How
will we cope with the baby in the sidecar?

While Helen searched the Mothercare
catalogue for the necessary baby clothes, I
began searching for items which would help us
continue sidecaring. One of the first things I
received was some advice from Len Thorpe:
"Don't let the baby tie you down. You must
keep getting out." It was good advice and
something I intend to keep to.

Next I wrote to Outlook to seek advice on
how to fit a child-seat in the back of my Squire
RS1 May I take this opportunity to thank the
people who contacted me, especially Ivan
Wright and his family from Oxford, who have
taken the same route already. Their seat and
harness arrangement gave me some food for
thought, and gave me the rough ideas for
fitting a seat.

The great day arrived on 22nd April, and I
must confess that Helen was delivered to the
hospital by car, and both she and Martha were
returned home in the same manner (Helen was
riding pillion when she was 8 months preg-
nant).

It was not until Martha was three weeks
old that she took her first ride in the outfit. The
question of holding her in these early days was
easily sorted by the use of a sling which held
Martha to her mother's chest in comfort. This
was a good stopgap measure, but as the baby
grew, it became more uncomfortable for both
Helen and the baby. This was really high-
lighted on a day trip to Spalding to attend a
wedding. Something had to be done.

With the ideas I'd seen, and my own ideas
which had been fermenting slowly, the seat
was fitted in six and a half hours on the wet

August Bank Holiday Monday. To my aston-
ishment it worked, and appeared fairly secure
and comfortable for the baby. Basically, a base
was fitted into the rear of the sidecar, and to
this, dexion (angle iron) was fitted to provide
the anchor points for the child-seat. I can't tell
you the make of the seat, because we pur-
chased it secondhand, and there is no maker's
mark.

We tried Martha in it on a short trip round
the M-25. She didn't seem too bothered. She
only appeared distressed when we went
through the tunnel near Waltham Cross. Since
then we have taken her out on numerous trips
and so far we have had no problem.

With the confidence gained, we decided
to  go on holiday to Shropshire. We had "it
rented a cottage on a farm near the town of
Church Stretton, which was reasonable and
comfortable. (Full details, please contact Mrs.
H. Bovill, Batchcott Hall, Batchcott, Church
Stretton, SY6 6 NP. Phone 06945.234.)

The only other thing to bother about was
would we find places for Helen to feed Martha
as we travelled? It's OK sitting at the road side
feeding a baby in warm sunshine, but not in
the rain or cold. So we were delighted to find
that the places we stopped at had the correct
facilities. Little Chef Restaurants were found
to be very helpful, and on one occasion al-
lowed Helen to use their staff room. In all this
time Martha seems quite content to have her
own seat, though she did object to having the
hood off, as she got very cold.

Another safety aspect was to fit a spot-
lamp to the sidecar, as the light on the Squire
is not very bright.

So, on reflection the arrival of Martha has
affected our lives to a great degree, it but
we've still got the sidecar and the chance to
use it. Now all we have to do is find somehow
to pack the nappies!!
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VW into BMW
GRAFTING A VW INTO A
BMW
By HAKendall

Chuck King of Lapeer, MI has a very delightful
rig purpose-built for heavy-duty sidecar use. The bike
began life as a BMW. Then Rodger Willis of Fresno,
CA grafted a 1600 cc VW dual-port engine with Weber
carburetor into it. The oil cooler is built into the air
intake manifold. All electrics are 12 volt.

The frame was lengthened by 2.5 inches to
accommodate tile Digger engine Dut this did not alter
the smooth handling characteristics. The dual-disc
brakes up front come from a 750 Honda. The unit
weighs only 40 pounds more than the stock BMW.

A special adapter was made to match the VW
engine to the BMW transmission while the transmis-
sion was regeared to a 1:1 ratio in 4th gear. At 70 mph,
the engine is barely ticking over at 2600 rpm. A ton
would be possible at only 3715 rpm.

The bike is painted in an attractive lemon-wood
creme with black pin striping.

C.J. Foust of Hartland, Michigan, supplied and
installed a new (1985) Ride-by-Side sidecar which
handles like a dream. The outfit is totally reliable and
problem free. It starts with one kick every time.
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Coming Events
NOTE TO PUBLICITY CHAIRMEN: News about events and other announcements of a
timely nature must reach us at least two months prior to SIDECARIST cover date. The March
issue will go to press February 1, and we need a little time before that to get your information
into pasteup.

SPRING 1987, Grand opening High Country Cycle Camp, Blue Ridge Mountains, North Carolina.

MAY 22-24 87, South Carolina GWRRA Rally, Clemson, S.C., headquarters at the Ramada Inn.
Scenic map tours to Blue Ridge Mountains, lake tours, Biltmore House at Asheville, N.C. Friday
night get-acquainted cookout, Saturday night awards banquet, live bluegrass music, grand prize
Welker motorcycle trailer and assorted door prizes. Friday and Saturday poker runs and safety
seminar. Saturday sidecar events, bike show, sidecar drawing, free hospitality room, twilight
parade, 50/50 drawing, self-guided tours, pin stripers, vendors, rally pins. Camping and further
info contact Octavia Childress, Rt 4, Box 461D, Pickens, S.C. 29671, telephone (803) 878-4495

MAY 30-JUN 5 87, Isle of Man T.T. Race. Sidecars May 30 and June 1.

JUN 7-8 87, Texas Cushman Club National Invitational and Antique Motorcycle Meet, Johnson
County Sheriff's Posse, Cleburne, Texas. Contact R.L. Garner, (817) 645-3478.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

1977 GL1000/1984 California S/C. M/C has
Lester mags, 4:1 gears, beefed-up front, extra
gas tanks, Califia fats bags, Vetter fairing,
many extras. Stereos in S/C and M.C. Sacri-
fice at $2400 complete. Will separate. J.
Sessum, 3908 Clearwater, Fayetteville NC
28301, Phone (919) 488-8763.

New BMW K100RT US spec. 86 model with
color matched EML sport sidecar. Complete
with EML modification kit incl disc brake and
hood. For sale after forthcoming trip to US.
29950 German marks. Janet Maddock.
Fassaroe Bray. Wicklow Ireland. 01 868418.

82 GL1100I with Terraplane, all Wineberry xtra
tourpack on sidecar. Low mileage -20K. New
carlisles all round pager alarm, lots-ochrome
and Markland accessories AM-FM CB tape
intercom. Call for more info. C.W. Walkup
(617)428-9954.

WANTED: Steib TR500 sidecar to mount on /Z
BMW. Also any Steib parts like brakes, lug
nuts, handles, etc. Larry Nahigian, 4321
Arlington, Royal Oak, MI 48072. Days,
(313)652-8990. Eves 549-6133.

WANTED: Watsonian sidecar two seater w/or
without bike. Write or call P. Thomson, RRI,
Box 365, Grape Hollow Rd., Holmes, NY
12531, (914) 8555298.

78 Honda CB750F with all-metal globe sidecar.
14,000 mi. 850cc oil cooler, fork brace, air
shocks, new tires, chain and extras. Immac.
$2400 OBO, (714) 540-9580. Don Church,
323 Princeton Dr., Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Watsonian Monza with Guzzi Eldorado mounts.
Very good condition. $1200.

WANTED: Mounts for 1980 850 Suzuki for
sidecar above if not sold. Robert Duncan. 407-
16 St., Port Huron, MI 48060. (313)982-4052.

Harley sidecar, 1982, factory painted brilliant
red. Excellent condition. Cast wheel w/dual
white stripe. Goodyear tire. $2700 or B/0.
Steven Yagoda, 141 Livingston St., Room 601,
Brooklyn, NY 11201.

1979 Classic Harley-Davidson sidecar, fully
loaded: lights, bars, antennas; sidecar even has
its own radio-cassette, CB, stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call (602)267-1271 Callie Smith,
4902 E. Willetta, Phoenix, AZ 85008. $8500.

1971 BMW R75/5 with Calif. Friendship SC.
74K, engine + trans rebuilt at 50K. Dual plugs,
subframe new tires, Dyna 3 ignition. Asking
$2550. This rig runs and handles great. Joe
Dille, Lansdale PA (215)855-9834.

California sidecar and 1980 Kawasaki 440 (6-
speed trans) 4000 miles. Excellent condition,
Truly looks like new. $1395. Phone after 6
p.m. Michigan (313)878-6548.

1979 full-dressed Harley sidecar with radio &
cassette. 2-tone tan. Sidecar-radiocassette-CB.
Lots of chrome and extras, bullets, light-bars
and lights, $8500 Call (602) 267-1271 or see
me at 4902 E. Willetta #3, Phoenix AZ 85008.

1980 Honda Gold Wing 1100cc with 1983
California sidecaBlack w/gold stripes, plexi4
fairing, adj. sissybar, custom Dressers floor
boards, positive shift, luggage rack. $2500
OBO. (404)886-7307. Toccoa, GA.

1986 Motorvation Formula II sidecar. Excellent
condition, low mileage, torsion convertible
top, mounted on GL 1100. Paid $3850, sell for
$2995. Robert Berger, 101 6th St., Mendota,
Illinois 61342. Phone (815) 539-9402.

1986 Watsonian Oxford sidecar, black. New
price $3200. Must sell! $2200. Sidecar located
in San Antonio, TX. For arrangements to see it
or further information call Daryl Tumbleson at
(205)347-4957.
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80 Interstate with matching* black Motorvation
Roadster. 20 K mi. Fully equipped. Always
garaged. All extras included. $4000. Leroy
Sauder, Lancaster PA (717) 394-4713.

83 Interstate w/Vetter Terraplane, CB, AM-FM
cass, intercom and other extras. Some chrome,
clean ex mech, $4500. May deliver. Bill
Kester, Fay, NC (919) 4241671.

78 Honda CB750F with all-metal Globe sidecar
14,000 mi. 850cc oil cooler, fork brace, air
shocks, new tires, chain and extras. Immac.
$2400. OBO (714) 540-9580. Don Church,
323 Princeton Dr., Costa Mesa, CA 92626

WANTED: Amal Concentric 30 mm for 750
Royal Infield. Conti': David Artz, P.O. Box
5737, IV Charleston OR 97420.

CLASSIFIED ADS  ...  CLASSIFIED ADS  ...
Please use this form for your ad. Fill in each box with item, features, price, your
name and where to reach you (address or phone or both, as you prefer). FOR SALE will be
assumed; otherwise, indicate WANTED or TRADE. The fee is $4.00 private party, or $8.00
commercial, for a maximum eight lines of 27 characters per line (a character is a letter, digit,
punctuation mark or blank space) including name and address and/or phone.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If needed, you may continue for an additional 50 per line, limit 27 characters per line.
Make check or money order payable to the United Sidecar Association. Send ad and payment
to: USCA - CLASSIFIEDS, P.O. Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.

Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS, CONT
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

1965 BMW R69S Black - runs good. Earles fork. New
tires. $1400. 1974 Jupiter sidecar and subframe to fit
1970 and 1976 BMW. Air shock and pump. $1000.
Buddy Burbeck, 704 No. 15th St., Moorhead, MN
56560, (218)233-6766.

1969 650 Lightning BSA with 1984 Jawa Velorex
sidecar, complete w/top. Good condition. Building
house, must sell. $1000. Chuck Giebell, Pennsboro,
WV 304-659-2833.

Cycle Kamp utility trailer, 3x6. Good cond, maroon
$375. 200-lb capacity tows perfectly. Rod, (619)
4217960, 6 - 10 eves, Chula Vista, CA.

1980 DNEPR with sidecar. 4 speed with reverse.
650cc 12,000 km. Good condition, red tool kit and
lots of extras. Asking $2300 Call Brian Kuraitis,
(403) 437-5101, 11220 - 54 Ave., Edmonton,
Alberta, Can. T6HOV6.

Motovation Spyder Tl 5 gal. fuel system, opt. air shock
and gauge, Tonneau, rain top, Quartz lt. mirror, D.
brake system, turn signals, rack, chromed, all factory
options. 7000 miles $2000 OBO. Lowell Sites,
Grove City, Ohio, (614) 875-5304.

1980 Suzuki GS 1000L with matching black Califor-
nia sidecar. Low miles with extras. $2800. Call or
write J. Lecka, Rt. 10 #7 Sleepy Hollow Lane,
Johnson City TN 37604. Phone (615) 9260863

83 CB1000C 8900 mi. Shaft, dual range trans. 3 discs,
air shocks. New tires batt. Fairing/Squire S.C. Cony.
top, rollbar, trunk. Color matched. Excel cond.
Beaut handling rig. $3500. (619) 724-6758

Equalean sidecar, latest model with spare wheel &
jack. Used less than 1500 miles,  Need stationary
chair, price $1595. Warren Lawson, PO Box 1023,
Modesto, CA 95353 (209) 626-4487.

1982 Aspencade w/Terraplane. Color matched - brown
- cb -intercom, tape, Am-Fm. Lots of chrome. Light
bars on trunk and saddlebags. 9500 miles. $5995.
W.E. Steele, 2050 ROC Rosa Dr. N.E. Palm Bay,
FLA 32905 (305) 6765211.

Watsonian Monza with Guzzi Eldorado mounts. Very
good condition $1200. Robert Duncan, 407-16 St.,
Port Huron, MI 48060 (313) 9824052.

84 Wing, Earles forks, sharp. Watsonian Oxford,
extras. Must sell, $6000 or BO. Stan Vorgias, (815)
923-2521, 10005 Fairlane, Union IL 60180.

1961 BMW with rebuilt 900/6 engine/trans. Ural
sidecar. New tires and battery. Many extras. Sharp.
$4500 or best offer. Bill Hopkins, 1744 Jonathon
St., Vista, CA 92803, (619) 726-6034.

Hondamatic 750 with Jupiter sidecar. Mint. 6540 act.
ALh I miles. Extras. $2900. Yamaha XC180K
scooter w/Cal. sidecar. Mint. Only 1053 miles.
$1800. Trade either/ mi both up/down for 4x4. J.
Croghan, 8103 NE Blakely Heights Dr., Bainbridge
Is. WA 98110 or call (206) 8428075 6-9 PM.

1962 BMW R69-S w/Watsonian FLIGT sidecar.
68000 on BMW, rebuilt, restored, complete. Bike &
car painted cream & burgandy striped to match.
Next to show quality but very rideable. Asking
$4200. Days - (219) 422-1950, Ft. Wayne, IN.
Nights (219) 432-7632.

Service: Neval, Dnepr, Ural, BMW, NSU. Also BMD's
(Dnepr Neval - Ural with BMW engine.) E. Schulz,
400 Colborne St., Midland, Ai Ont. L4R-2K4 or ph.
(705)T.2/ 526-2558 Canada.

1980 Yamaha YS1100 with 1986 Velorex sidecar. 300
miles on sidecar. Joe Allen, 25 So. Grove St., East
Orange NJ. (201) 624-7025 days. $2400. (201)
6744858 nights.

Steib TR500 classic BMW sidecar. Perfect condition.
$3500 or best. Milt (312) 679-1008.

WANTED: Motorvation Spyder -car. Will trade
Motorvation coupe Royale in excellent condition.
Grady Vann, 3524 Ranch Rd East, Altus OK 73521.
(405) 477-1998.

New 1986 H-D FLTC w/factory sidecar. Sugg. ret.
$14,161. Sacrifice $12,161. Call or write Joe at H-D
of Glendale 3717 San Fernando Rd., Glen44,0 dale,
CA 91204 (818)246-5618.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Bookshop
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Advertizement
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Application Form
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